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Ray,

 Thank you for the email notice.  Please find my brief comment on the final EIS below. 

I  appreciate the addition of the condition option for planning for institutional controls.

I don't think we are really grappling yet with this, or with the funding needed particularly for a
transfer facility, if and when the plant closes and the waste is still at the ISFSI.

Of course we all hope the waste will be moved,  but the hurdles are numerous and persistent. It
is critical to get a handle on planning and funding for long term storage, as the NRC timeline
now provides for "indefinite" on site storage.
AS Xcel appears to be preferring the SAFESTOR option for (delayed) decommissioning, this
will put the ISFSI out well beyond the 100 year replacement mark. 

It is prudent to utilize settlement money for such planning and funding. There is no
comparison between ratepayers getting a little bit of money back, and the environmental
consequences of NOT providing sufficient funding to implement the steps outlined by NRC,,
to ensure safe continued storage for as long as the waste remains on site. This responsibility is
squarely in the commission's authority as the state's economic regulator. 
Requirements include funding for: 
1) effective monitoring with public reporting and transparency
2) institutional oversight at  local, state and federal levels;
3) funding to promptly mitigate any unanticipated problems;
4) funding for multiple (at least 3) 100 year facility and cask replacements
5) Installation of on site transfer and other equipment to ensure, when the time comes, that
casks are readied and acceptable.

Thank you again for providing the commission with an option to require this planning and 
calculation of costs and funding options. 

Best, 
Kristen 
Eide-Tollefson
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